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Abstract: Chaos emerges with the ever growing amounts of data and information within organisations. But it is problematic to manage these valuable assets and also remain accountable and compliant for them because there is no agreement about even their definitions. Our objective is to propose a coherent set of definitions for data governance and information governance within and across organisations in relation with data and information as underlying concepts. As a research method, we explore elements from existing definitions in literature about the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom pyramid and about data governance and information governance. Classification of these elements and coding them in concepts during discussions among peers resulted in a new vocabulary. This forms the basis for formulation and design of an original coherent set of definitions for data, information, meaning, data governance and information governance. This research is grounded, goal oriented and uses multiple accepted literature review methods. But it is limited to the literature found and the IS domain.

1 INTRODUCTION

The amount of data and information within and across organisations is growing epidemically worldwide. One of the main causes is that we need data and information for every activity and transaction, but that human capacity of remembering information is limited (Miller, 1956). Computerized systems assist us here. But where data storage costs decreases, storage availability increases and computer capacity grows exponentially, data disposal is neglected (Moore, 1965; Murphy and Chang, 2009). This fuels the collection of an ever growing amount of data and information.

But, first, chaos accumulates when the amounts of data and information become uncontrollable. Therefore, this situation demands adequate data and information management in order to gain control. Second, the situation escalated before. The debacles of e.g. Enron, Parmalat or Ahold urged governments to issue new regulations requiring improved accountability, also for data and information. Third, data and information require accountability, as valuable assets for organisations (Bhansali, 2013; Khatri and Brown, 2010; Kooper et al., 2011).

Establishing the management of data and information is known as data governance (DG) and/or information governance (IG). In general, governance is about controlling, so data governance is about controlling data. Likewise, information governance is about controlling information e.g. (Tallon et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2008). The scope of DG and IG can be an organisation and/or a network or even a complete value chain (Begg and Caira, 2012; Rasouli et al., 2016b). Data and information have been researched extensively as part of the information systems (IS) domain IT governance (De Haes and Van Grembergen, 2004; Luftman, 2003; Weill and Ross, 2004). And DG and IG literature starts growing (Alhassan et al., 2016; Jang and Kim, 2016; Niemi and Laine, 2016). But so far, academics have different opinions about DG and IG and disagree on definitions of data and information. For example, information has been defined by some researchers as being both...
physical, objective, subjective and sociocultural while others define on one hand data being physical and on the other hand information being subjective (Baškarada and Koronios, 2013; Boell, 2017). Likewise, some do not distinguish DG from IG while others do (Kharti and Brown, 2010; Kooper et al., 2011; Olaitan et al., 2016).

However, coherency among concepts is necessary for establishing adequate management of data and information within and across organisations. A coherent set of definitions therefore contributes to the body of knowledge on DG/IG, data and information. The implication for practice is that this gives better mutual understanding and vocabulary for managing data and information within and across organisations.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the theoretical background of DG, IG and DIKW. Then, we justify our literature research method followed by our literature research findings. Next, we present our analyses of the elements from definitions of data and information resulting in a conceptual model which coherently organises the vocabulary of articulated concepts. After that we give our analysis of the elements from definitions of DG and IG resulting in additional vocabulary and definitions. Last, we finish with a discussion whether to distinct DG from IG.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Governance definitions are agreed upon. Other research already recognized that governance is establishing management by setting standards, policies and processes to create organizational structures (ARMA International, 2013; Pania, 2010). And corporate governance cascades to subdomains like IT in order to become accountable for corporate business goals cascading to these subdomains (De Haes et al., 2013; Neff et al., 2013; Olaitan et al., 2016).

In the past, DG and IG were seen as IT governance subdomains and observed from three corporate governance perspectives while focusing on accountability of data and information as valuable assets. The first is the COSO controlling perspective. The COSO mission for Corporate Governance is to improve organizational performance and governance since 1992. Cobit5 as part of COSO covers IT controlling and both are management and risk driven. Much research is carried out on Cobit since its start in the nineties and having five versions already (Cheong and Chang, 2007; COSO, 2014; De Haes and Van Grembergen, 2004). The second perspective is a relationship between CG, ITG and IG via compliance, quality and value of information focusing on IT in general and on information and data specifically since 2008. However, there is not much research for CG in relation with ITG (ISO/IEC38500:2015/38505:2017),(De Haes and Van Grembergen, 2004; Lajara and Maçada, 2013; Tallon and Diego, 2013). A third corporate perspective on ITG and DG is governance, risk management & compliance (GRC) mainly focusing on data since 2010 (Gregory, 2010; Hagmann, 2013; Racz et al., 2010b). Not much research is carried out for CG in relation with DG either.

However, DG and IG definitions became less clear. Although not mentioned as such, DG and IG originate from regulations preventing misuse and abuse of data and information within organisations. In the UK, the Data Protection Act was passed in 1998 requiring protection of personal and organizational data. This resulted in the National Health Service (NHS) IG initiatives (Liaw et al., 2014; Lomas, 2010). In the USA, financial crises Enron in 2001 and WorldCom have given rise to legislation as Sarbanes-Oxley in 2002 requiring protection of financial assets under corporate governance by means of proper data and information (Cheong and Chang, 2007; Williams, 2011). In the EU, GDPR legislation of 2018 was proceeded by EU and national privacy legislations. Banking organisations started similar initiatives with the Basel accords I (1988) – IV (2017) being enforced by governments. The earliest mentioning of IG by Peterson had already distinct information from IT in 2002 (Peterson, 2002). DG was first mentioned by Wende in 2007 and positioned as part of ITG (Wende, 2007). In the same year, Cheong and Chang mentioned the business as data drivers (Cheong and Chang, 2007). Furthermore, some did not separate DG from IG (Kharti and Brown, 2010; Olaitan et al., 2016; Tallon et al., 2013). But others did separate IG from DG with the argument that, unlike data, stakeholders outside IT, such as business users, own information because of its subjectivity (Beijer and Kooper, 2010; Kooper et al., 2011). Researchers call for further research on DG and IG (Otto, 2011a; Tallon et al., 2013).

Considering the data and information as underlying concepts of DG and IG does not help much either (Beijer and Kooper, 2010; Weber et al., 2009). Data’s singular form is datum which means “a fact or piece of information” according Oxford Learners Dictionary. Handling of both these concepts
was part of IT management and ITG in the IS research domain (De Haes and Van Grembergen, 2004; Weill and Ross, 2004). Moreover, data and information have been discussed extensively in the DIKW-pyramid literature. Here, data and information are defined in relation with knowledge and wisdom. This model suggests that wisdom is abstracted from knowledge, knowledge from information and information from data as raw material (Ackoff, 1989; Bierly III, 2000; Elliot, 1934; Huizing, 2007; Rowley, 2007; Zins, 2007a). But over the years, the DIKW discussions showed many different definitions of data and information. Researchers are still calling for clear definitions of data and information (Aven, 2013; Bawden and Robinson, 2015; Boell, 2017). We conclude from this that researchers heavily disagree on definitions of DG, IG, data and information.

But clear vocabulary and definitions are necessary for adequate management of data and information. What is needed is a coherent set of definitions for DG, IG and its underlying concepts data and information. A set of definitions is coherently built with interrelated definitions. Good theory definitions are constructed by deciding how to code the basic elements into concepts, build conceptual definitions, determine how these are related, limit the domain and do predictions (Carley, 1993; Wacker, 1998).

3 METHOD

To make this research traceable and reproducible, this research is conducted with a predefined objective, is structured according a method elaborated from literature and is assessed for validity and reliability.

3.1 Objective

The objective of our research is to take decisions in the formulation of a coherent set of definitions for DG and IG in relation to data and information in order to enable improvement of the management of data and information.

Consequently, our research question is: What is a coherent set of definitions for Data Governance and Information Governance in relation to the underlying concepts data and information.

Decomposing and understanding this problem shows the necessity to first articulate vocabulary and formulate definitions for data and information as underlying concepts. Second, we articulate vocabulary and formulate definitions for DG and IG. Consequently, this research answers two sub-questions. These are: (1) What are elements of existing definitions for data and information in the context of DIKW and how do these interrelate. (2) What are elements of existing definitions for DG and IG in relation with the concepts of data and information.

3.2 Approach

Defining the concepts of DG, IG, data and information can be based on literature research because some research for DG and IG and much research for DIKW already exists. Our literature review approach is based on the availability of this literature. On one hand there is plentiful literature with definitions of data and information which requires inventory and order. On the other hand there is shortage of literature on DG and IG. Consequently our research method consists out of two consecutive phases. The first phase reviews step-by-step literature on the definitions of data and information to answer the first sub-question. Rowley has conducted similar research for a period from 2003 to 2007 which we review and extend to 2018. The same steps are applied in the second phase, but adjusted to the definition of DG and IG. Each phase follows a content analysis method derived from grounded theory (Carley, 1993; Corbin and Strauss, 1990; Finney and Corbett, 2007; Krippendorff, 1989; Rowley, 2007). In addition, the applied LR method is further elaborated with other widely used LR methods (Bandara et al., 2011; Kitchenham and Charters, 2007; Tranfield et al., 2003; vom Brocke and Rosemann, 2010; Webster and Watson, 2002). To improve LR quality, we applied literature selection criteria from literature (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008). The LR typology used is theoretical LR and it is structured by design (Paré et al., 2015). Only peer reviewed journal articles, conference articles and textbooks containing searched definitions have been selected as relevant literature.

The five steps iteratively applied in each two phases are the following. For literature selection: A) finding literature and B) extracting definitions. For analysis: part C) coding and D) inferring. And for synthesis: E) designing (or defining). The outcomes are discussed and elaborated within the research team.

Phase 1 - Data and Information Definition

This phase explores elements of most existing definitions of data and information as part of DIKW within the IS domain. The literature selection contains the iterative steps A and B:
A) **Finding literature** by defining keywords on basis of the research questions which serve formulating search criteria and finding relevant literature with search engines

B) **Extracting definitions** by screening found peer reviewed literature, extract definitions by reading and understanding the texts and tabulation of found definitions (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008).

C) **Coding** by determining elements (e’s) in definitions as concepts, classifying these to deduce meaning and coding the classes into subcategories for exploring new insights in the phenomena resulting in articulating new vocabulary (Carley, 1993; Corbin and Strauss, 1990; Krippendorff, 1989).

D) **Inferring** by expressing referenced meaning, notable concepts, inferences and attendant thoughts.

E) **Designing** a coherent set of definitions for data and information

**Phase 2 - Data Governance and Information**

**Governance Definition**

In phase 2 a similar approach is applied for defining DG and IG, but adjusted as follows. For LR steps A and B, the goal is to explore elements of existing definitions of data governance and information governance within the IS domain as basis for vocabulary and for the demarcation of DG and IG. For analysis steps C and D, the goal is to analyse elements of DG and IG, classify and code concepts coherently for articulating vocabulary, interrelated with the analysis of data and information. For synthesis step E, the goal is to formulate own definitions for DG and IG and demarcation of these. The vocabulary and definitions of DG and IG are coherently interrelated with the definitions of data and information.

**Design Requirements**

Designing a coherent set of definitions requires design requirements for structuring and quality reasons. As a ‘good theory’, a set of definitions has four basic criteria: conceptual definitions, domain limitations, relationship-building and predictions. Next to the good theory criteria we also choose criteria supported by literature: clarity, conciseness, parsimony, granularity or elementary, utility (Wacker, 1998; Zielstorff, 1998).

**3.3 Method Assessment**

Assessing the rigor of this approach reveals what makes this LR valid and reliable. This research is goal oriented, grounded in literature and replicates earlier research. Additionally, LR is suitable for explorative research (Boell, 2017; Paré et al., 2015). The approach is based on several accepted LR methods and only uses literature which meets accepted selection quality criteria. This makes the method transparent and repeatable for others. Furthermore, analysis of existing definitions seeks correspondence with existing literature, iteratively searching for text samples and formulating hypotheses allows learning, understanding and reflection over time. Exploring underlying concepts aims at finding basic theory elements. Moreover, the set of definitions is based on an existing model which also improves internal validity and reliability. Seven discussion sessions within the research group promotes intersubjective validity and reduces researcher bias.

A threat to reliability is that this LR is limited to existing definitions of data and information within the DIKW because of the amount of literature on data and information already available for that topic. We think that this limitation to DIKW does not affect validity significantly. A measure to reduce the risk of excluding existing definitions is to keep looking for definitions until the same definitions re-occur. Another threat is the possibility to make wrong choices in articulating vocabulary and formulating definitions. A measure against this is to work in a goal oriented manner, find definitions structurally, reference coding during analysis and use design requirements during design.

**4 FINDING DEFINITIONS**

Exploring elements of existing definitions in IS literature for data and information as part of DIKW, DG and IG resulted in the following findings. First we describe the our literature search and the definitions found. Then we summarize what we understand from extracted definitions.

**4.1 Definitions Found**

The LR was first conducted in the period from October until December 2016 simultaneously for phase one and two and repeated in August 2017 and in April 2018. Research passed steps A to E iteratively while gaining more insight. Google scholar is used for searching and Open University online
library for accessing articles, Google books is used for searching and Koninklijke Bibliotheek using Worldcat for accessing textbooks. The search string allintitle: “Data Information Knowledge Wisdom” OR “DIKW” OR “Data Governance” OR “Information Governance” resulted in 832 hits in total in the period from 2007 until April 2018. Backward snowballing the books mentioned by Rowley in 2007 and selected articles resulted in 82 text books in total. Screening search results with the quality selection criteria from literature resulted in 87 relevant articles and 29 relevant text books containing definitions for DG (52 sources), IG (25) and DIKW (40). The number of different definitions extracted from literature is 109 from articles and 37 from text books; for data 36, for information 38, for DG 47 and IG 25. Some articles contain several definitions. The number of definitions found since 2007 shows that the discussion is still going. It also shows that the number of definitions of DG and IG increases over time which is supported by other research (Jang and Kim, 2016). And it shows the growing importance of DG and IG over time. The list of all definitions is available from the author.

4.2 Data and Information Definitions

Existing definitions for each of the DIKW have roots in ancient history e.g. Solomon’s wisdom (Rowley, 2006). This research concentrates on the definitions of data and information by objective and delineates knowledge and wisdom. In Latin data is plural of the noun datum meaning ‘given’, so data are facts (Oxfords Learners). In Latin the verb informare, in Middle French enseigner and in Middle English enseigner all mean to give form to, so information has been formed (Pijpers, 2006), (Zins, 2007b). In between then and 2007 many more definitions were formulated (Rowley, 2007), (Zins, 2007a). The literature research resulted in 74 different definitions of data and information since 2007.

Data could be physical or logical data according literature: “Data are symbols that represent the properties of objects and events”, (Ackoff, 1989) or: “physical substance...electronically recorded”, (Hey, 2004) or: “properties of events or things “out there”, (Boisot and Canals, 2004) or: “data is described as a discrete physical entity, external to the individual”, (Newell et al., 2009) or: “anything recordable”, (Frické and Martin, 2007) or: “physical signs”, (Baškarada and Koronios, 2013) or: “raw, alphanumeric characters”, (Smallwood, 2014). Data are kind of facts: “raw facts”, (Bierly III, 2000) or: “objective facts”, (Jennex, 2009). And data have (no) value: have no value (Rowley, 2007), (Bierly III, 2000) or: are assets (Rifaie et al., 2009).

The meaning of information should depend on its usage or context: “information consists of processed data, the processing directed at increasing its usefulness”, (Ackoff, 1989) or: “meaningful, useful data”, (Bierly III, 2000) or: “information is defined as data in context”, (Otto, 2011b) or: “the context and the usage provide a meaning to the data that constitute information”, (AI-Khoury, 2012) or: “information is data that have been shaped into a form that is meaningful and useful to human beings”, (Laudon and Laudon, 2013). Information should have (no) value and be objective or subjective: “Information has many definitions by itself more or less without value. Information has meaning for more than one person and can be objective”, (Pijpers, 2006) or: “the value of information is subjective, since it may be more useful in satisfying the wants of one person than another, or of no use to one person and of use to another. Giving meaning to information is a human element and by definition subjective, since objectivism cannot deal with the human sense making”, (Huizing, 2007) or: “and having no intrinsic value of its own”, (Newell et al., 2009) or: “Information assets (or data) are defined as facts having value potential value”, (Khatri and Brown, 2010) or: “information in the literature distinguishing four broad stances on information: physical stance, objective stance, subject-centered stance, and sociocultural stance”, (Boell, 2017). And information needs demarcation: if knowledge is a property of people and embodies prior understanding, experience and learning, it is difficult to argue that explicit knowledge, recorded in documents, is any more or less than information (Rowley, 2007) or: information is what is known in other literature as ‘weak knowledge’ (Frické and Martin, 2007) or: information is processed data (Otto, 2013) or: others have argued that the concept of information is difficult to define due to its multidimensional nature.

4.3 DG and IG Definitions

In the LR we found confirmation that DG and IG are not much discussed. This confirms the several calls for further research. The selected literature shows the following discussion about DG and IG. DG’s first discussions focus on how to rule and decide on data in alignment with corporate objectives (Begg and Caira, 2012; Cheong and Chang, 2007; Otto, 2011a; Rainer et al., 2009; Wende, 2007). Later on, continental scientists focus on the value of data as an asset (Khatri and Brown, 2010; Kooper et al., 2011;
Otto, 2011a). The Anglo-Saxons focus on procedural elements in the meantime (Gregory, 2010; Loshin, 2009; Plotkin, 2013; Rosenbaum, 2010). Others merely focus on data elements like quality, availability or reliability (Korhonen et al., 2013; Smallwood, 2014; Tarantino and Cernauskas, 2011). IG discussions focus on how to rule and decide on information over its life cycle in alignment with (corporate) objectives, (Bhansali, 2013; Lajara and Maçada, 2013; Smallwood, 2014; Tallon et al., 2013). Later on, continental scientists focus on the value of data as an asset (Niemi and Laine, 2016; Olaitan et al., 2016; Rasouli et al., 2016a). Although not yet much developed, scientist explore practical application of DG and IG in specific contexts. For DG in health care, asset management and data warehouses (Brous et al., 2016; Rifaie et al., 2009; Rosenbaum, 2010). For IG in defense and between organisations (Kravets and Zimmermann, 2012; Lajara and Maçada, 2013; Rasouli et al., 2017). Analyses of the definitions for data, information, DG and IG found in literature according described method results in growing understanding of the underlying concepts. These concepts form the basis for articulating vocabulary necessary for formulating and designing a coherent set of definitions as realized in syntheses.

5 ANALYSES & SYNTHESIS

Analyses of the definitions for data, information, DG and IG results in underlying concepts which form the basis for articulating vocabulary necessary for formulating own definitions and conceptual model as realized in syntheses.

5.1 Data

Analysis of definitions for data in literature results in our conclusion for vocabulary based on numbers of elementary concepts in existing definitions. The results of the number of elements are shortened in number of e’s. The statement that data are representations is substantiated by 82 elements (82e’s) identified in found definitions. These representations are recorded (18e’s) signals from the real (including virtual) world (76e’s). But data has no meaning (29e’s) nor structure (23e’s). And data are assets (8e’s). Notable concepts in found definitions of data are the following for us. Data have intrinsic value and as ore for information, knowledge and wisdom it is recognized as corporate asset (Hovenga and Grain, 2013; Rasouli et al., 2016a; van Helvoirt and Weigand, 2015). Data have no meaning nor structure without metadata, therefore data needs additional ordering to be of value. Metadata are data about data and are needed for turning data into information with the same meaning. Metadata reflects information about information. High quality metadata is a requirement for DG, lack of metadata results in inconsistent data (Khatri and Brown, 2010; Mosley et al., 2009). The inference is that data are signals from the real world which are captured with sensors and recorded by instruments. Real world signals may be physical readings but also verbal answers like survey responses for trust levels or virtual signs like in computer games like scores. Both sensors and instruments are designed with subjective purposes which originate from knowledge needs intentionally collecting data. Therefore, signals are objective but what to record is subjective.

5.2 Information

We conclude that information is formed (71e’s) data (58e’s), structured according a certain format or logic. Formed data gets meaning (65e’s) in human minds by understanding. Information has a goal (27e’s) and requires context (13e’s) in order to become meaningful. And information is an asset (10e’s). Notable concepts of information is when data is structured according a format with knowledge and (subjective) goal, it gets (subjective) meaning for humans and thus value. The meaning of information is discovered by understanding. Differences in understanding by humans of explicit information results in different (subjective) meanings or opinions. So far, information has been qualified as an implicit product only based on meaning given by human understanding (Ackoff, 1989; Baškarada and Koronios, 2013; Bieryl III, 2000; Bocij et al., 2008; Liew, 2013; Rowley, 2007). The inference is that information has only value when used, it is difficult to valuate while being subjective. However, information stored in systems may be of great value and is therefore widely recognized as a corporate asset. But information in IS is not only used by humans but also by machines like robots to steer processing. Consequently, when adding goal to explicit data, explicit information can be created and stored in systems.

5.3 Meaning

While analysing the data and information definitions, the concept meaning is found 34 times. Meaning is distinct from data and information because both have
no meaning and therefore meaning demands a definition to itself. We conclude that meaning is understanding (9e’s) perceived by humans (8e’s) requiring usage (3e’s) and context (8e’s). Notable concept for meaning is understanding as in cognitive processing, it is typically human and thus subjective. And meaning has usage and is related to context (Baškarada and Koronios, 2013; Huizing, 2007; Liew, 2013; Zins, 2007b). According the DIKW pyramid: the more understanding, the more meaning, the more knowledge, the more wisdom. And knowledge is used to base decisions on, which can result in actions. Therefore, better understanding leads to better actions. And meaning is key between information and knowledge. Meaning governance is unknown so far and deserves further research, but is excluded from this research.

**5.4 DIM Model**

We combined the results of our choices in a conceptual model: the Data - Information - Meaning (DIM) model (see figure 1). The information steering model of Bemelmans forms the basis of this conceptual model (Bemelmans, 1982). This model together with the new articulated vocabulary forms our DIM model and is explained as follows. Input from its environment is transformed in transaction systems. Data is recorded from transactions systems and the environment in information systems where information is formed from data with goal and context. Explicit data, metadata and information in (computerized) information systems get subjective meaning by understanding and are influenced in (computerized) control systems. “Information is different from meaning”, (Boell, 2017). Meaning created from information with understanding and context can be stored in (computerized) knowledge systems as both explicit and tacit knowledge (Nonaka et al., 1996; Polanyi, 1966; Wognin et al., 2012). Reversely, knowledge can be employed to grow or even create understanding and more and/or deeper meaning. Decisions taken in control systems on basis of meaning in a given context result in actions in the transformation system or systems environment. The DIM model is applicable and scalable to any controlled transformation system just like the steering model of Bemelmans (Bemelmans, 1982).

**5.5 Data Governance**

Analysis of existing definitions for DG results in our conclusion that DG is establishing (59e’s) of management (146e’s) in organisations (20e’s) assuring aspects as data quality (14e’s), access (14e’s) and data assets (8e’s). Notable concept for DG is the objective of governance is to provide accountability. Governance establishes management, so data governance establishes data management. Quality of data is an important element of data management. Quality as ‘fitness for use’ mainly concerns accessibility, accuracy, completeness and consistency. Access is based on elements like access (rights), privacy, security. And data is considered an asset being valuable or useful. (Begg and Caira, 2012; Niemi and Laine, 2016; Otto, 2011b; Racz et al., 2010a). Inferences are first that DG is not limited to the legal limits of an organisation. Instead, DG is only limited to the information and transaction systems in the span of control, possibly exceeding the formal organisations boundaries. Second, like data governance establishes data management and information governance establishes information management, X governance not only a matter of IT but also a matter of the business and it needs business alignment. Fourth, DG addresses data quality over its entire lifecycle to safeguard data assets. The data lifecycle includes: definition, production, retention and retirement of data (Alhassan et al., 2016; Khati and Brown, 2010; Korhonen et al., 2013). So, DG’s aim is to manage data.

**5.6 Information Governance**

In analysis of IG definitions we conclude that IG is establishing (77e’s) of management (55e’s) in organisations (21e’s) assuring aspects as information quality (7e’s), access (26e’s) and data assets (16e’s), but also over its life-cycle (22e’s) and in order to be accountable (19e’s). Notable concepts for information governance are analogous to DG. IG
establishes information management in organisations. Access is important in the use of information with elements like access security, privacy and control. Life cycle itself is not much mentioned but its discerning stages are. These stages are important when operationalizing information. And as well as for DG, the concept of being accountable is proven. Furthermore, information is widely recognized as a valuable asset. Moreover, quality as ‘fitness for use’ for users and user groups is also proven (Hagmann, 2013; Kooper et al., 2011; Tallon and Diego, 2013). Inference is first that IG addresses information quality as part of information management over its lifecycle to safeguard information as an asset. Secondly, information value depends on its use. Therefore, IG’s aim is to manage information.

5.7 Concepts

Four significant concepts were already identified in theoretical background: governance, establishing, management and organisation. This research identifies four other significant concepts in DG and IG literature: quality, access, asset and life-cycle as elaborated below.

Quality is the first significant concept in both DG and IG (Khatri and Brown, 2010; Otto, 2011a). The notable concept quality is based on the found elements (32e’s) accuracy, timeliness, relevance, completeness, credibility and consistency (Korhonen et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2009). Inference is that literature shows relevant quality elements which are valid both for data and for information.

Access to data and information is the second significant concept affecting both data and information (Olaitan et al., 2016). The notable concept access is based on the elements (72e’s) access, security, rights, privacy and protect (Ackoff, 1989; Hey, 2004; Loshin, 2009). Inference is that relevant elements of access are valid for data and information.

Asset is the third significant concept in both DG and IG (Khatri and Brown, 2010; Kooper et al., 2011; Otto, 2011c). Notable concept asset is based on the elements (67e’s) value, valuable, valuation and asset(s) (Begg and Caira, 2012; Gregory, 2010). Inference is that data and information are valuable or useful for organisations as assets. Similar to data and information, knowledge as related concept in the DIM model is also qualified as valuable asset requiring knowledge management (Helms and Buïjsrogge, 2006; Helms et al., 2009).

Life-cycle is the fourth significant concept in both DG and IG (Alhassan et al., 2016; Khatri and Brown, 2010; Korhonen et al., 2013). Notable concepts are define (6e’s), acquire (6e’s), store (3e’s), use (6e’s), manage (3e’s), archive (3e’s) and delete (6e’s). Inference is that data are ore for the creation of information. Therefore, data and DG are distinguished from information and IG. However, both follow the same life cycle requiring similar management and similar governance activities. And the life cycles of data and information have similar production processes. E.g. both life cycles may be related according the causality as in figure 2. Knowledge identifies information which defines the required data, although data is multi-interpretational (Dahlberg and Nokkala, 2015; Mosley et al., 2009). Acquiring required data becomes acquired information by predefined formatting with metadata (van Helvoirt and Weigand, 2015). Thereafter, acquired information can only be stored electronically as binary data. When stored, the data can be used multiple times as information (Boell, 2017; Pearlson and Saunders, 2013). And a lot of information asks to be managed, but tools only handle data e.g. archiving. To decide what to archive or delete needs informational insights (Begg and Caira, 2012). And deletion is only effected by electronical removal of data. Alternative relationships are possible but a strong relation is evident. Therefore, DG and IG can share the same management roles, tasks, accountabilities and other efforts. Synthesis leads to the following life cycle both for data and for information: define, acquire, store, use, manage, archive and delete.

5.8 Coherent Set of Definitions

Synthesis of the concepts and formulation of definitions results in a coherent set of definitions as given in table 1. We start with the definitions for data, information and meaning as part of the DIM model. In the processing chain, data is the ore for forming information. Recorded signals are being formed intro information by adding goal. This information gets meaning by understanding the usage and in context. And meaningful information is the ground for taking decisions, which are followed by actions in either the information systems or the real world. Meaning can
also be stored as knowledge in order to be used for decisions or to gather or create new information or data. In literature we found earlier that governance is establishing management within organisations to be accountable. DG’s aim is to manage data only. IG’s aim is to manage information and it is usage oriented. In DG and IG definitions we found important concepts valid for both DG and IG: quality, access, assets, life-cycle. And both life-cycles are intertwined. DG focusses on data management, the scope of DG is limited to data. Likewise, IG focusses on information management with information as scope. This vocabulary facilitates defining DG and IG in relation with data and information.

Table 1: Set of definitions for data, information, meaning, data governance and information governance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data are recorded representations of signals from the real world</th>
<th>Information is data formed with a goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meaning</strong> is human understanding having usage and context</td>
<td><strong>Information governance</strong> is establishing management of information in an organisation assuring quality and access during its life-cycle to be accountable for information assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data governance</strong> is establishing management of data in an organisation assuring quality and access during its life-cycle to be accountable for data assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.9 Design Evaluation

Evaluating the design of the set of definitions against the design criteria and requirements results in the following assessment outcomes. The basic criteria of ‘good theory’ are assessed as follows. Conceptual definitions; the set of definitions is abstracted from elements of existing definitions. Domain limitations; the set of definitions delimits the concepts against other related concepts. Relationship-building; the set of definitions shows the coherency between the concepts. Predictions; the definitions framework answers the predictive questions why, what, where, who and how.

Assessment with design requirements give these results. Clear; definitions and models are unambiguous, without doubt, precise, exact and/or accurate for higher internal validity. Conciseness; definitions and models have brief descriptions that contribute to compact, understandable explanations for higher reliability. Parsimony; the definitions formulations are highly economized and are not redundant. Elementary; ideas are broken up in elementary concepts to find the basic elements for constructing vocabulary for higher internal validity. Utility; concepts, categories and definitions are made practicable in order to use it in practice or for further research. We believe to have met the design requirements from literature sufficiently, although further improvement might be possible with testing in practice.

5.10 Discussion: is DG IG

The outcomes of analyses and syntheses were discussed with peers in iterative discussions (step m) resulting in the following discussion. Earliest research mentioning IG was published in 2002, earliest DG articles appeared in 2007 (Cheong and Chang, 2007; Peterson, 2002; Wende, 2007). At first, DG was not distinguished from IG in literature but later on scientist disagreed because of the following reasons. One, information is different from data when subjectively understood by the different business stakeholder, needing goal and context to make sense, but that does not matter for IT which deals with objectively stored facts (Kooper et al., 2009; Wende, 2007). Two, also in DIKW information is often seen in between data and knowledge as formed data or representations of knowledge, having subjective meaning and depending on sociocultural context. Three, lately information is also recognized as objective, observer independent signals or as explicit physical entities like structure, both relevant for resp. IT and IS research (Boell, 2017). Four, information was not seen as an asset before but only as a product when receiving meaning. Now that we found that information can be stored explicitly without meaning it is worth finding out what is the value of information as an asset like data being an asset.

We regard DG as the same as IG like some others do for the following reasons. One, the underlying concept information is formed out of data and both can explicitly be stored in systems. Two, both matters are seen as valuable and can be classified as assets and objects of accounting, an objective of governance. Three, both lifecycle processes are similar and share the same management activities. Four, the governance of both objects is similar: establishing management in an organisation in order to be accountable. Besides, there is no research indicating that DG of data in practice is different from IG of information or from X Governance of X.
6 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this research is to explore elements of existing definitions of data, information and data governance and information governance, based on literature about Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom and data governance and information governance in the IS domain in order to articulate vocabulary and formulate a set of definitions for data and information as underlying concepts of DG and IG within and across organisations.

For method we applied an approach containing (a) a literature review method grounded on accepted LR methods, (b) an analysis of concepts in definitions, (c) a synthesis of coded concepts based on common methods for concept analysis, (d) discussions amongst peers.

The results of this research are: (a) an exhaustive list of definitions for data and information and descriptions of DG and IG from relevant IS literature of the last decade, (b) new vocabulary articulated in analysis of existing definitions from literature and (c) a coherent set of related definitions for better managing data, information with DG and IG. We assessed the articulated vocabulary and formulated a set of definitions against design requirements from literature and believe to have met all. Research limitations are that although this research is grounded, goal oriented and uses an approach based on multiple other accepted methods, it is limited to literature found and formulating definitions only aims towards a related set of concepts. We suggest to consider DG and IG the same because both impose the same, although the underlying matters differ.

Future research is recommended for validating the findings of this literature research in practice. Practical implication is that officers responsible for managing data and/or information can use the vocabulary and set of definitions to better govern data or information by improved management. This assists data and/or information governance officers in creating order in the chaos of ever emerging amounts of data and information.
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